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State of the art modulations have already been used in some of the highest quality software synths and hardware devices.
Combining a state of the art Modulation System with a set of Multiband-Saturation-Processors and a huge BPM section

provides you with a sound engine that will suit any genre of music. Features: - Multiband Processor allows you to process
6 distinct bands of your audio signal. - Each band has it’s own envelope for smooth behavior - A unique Harmonic

Generator allows you to process and extract different sub-harmonics from your audio signal. - A set of multi-samples
can be used as modulation sources for the modulations. - It comes with a set of presets to make your life easier. - A
unique set of modulations (LFO, Pitchdet, Envelope, Rollover etc. ) allows you to process or modulate almost any

parameter of your audio signal. - BPM Modulation Mode allows you to make any of the 14 BPM’s of your audio signal
audible. - Various HPF and BPF modules to analyse your audio signal in depth. - A Powerful Dynamics section will give
you the skills to create punch and crispness. - A feature section with Delay, Reverb, EQ and Compression allows you to
create your perfect track. - A full screen overview of all the parameters will help you to switch fast and easily. - A very

touch friendly graphical user interface. - A built-in help section for all parameters. - Compatible with vst, standalone and
audio formats - Sample Library included in the package Comes with a set of presets which was created by top

professional sound designers around the world. - 100% royalty free. The sounds are made with Hardware: - Tascam
US-122 - Access Virus TI from Viruslab - Old Neve (9601) Multi band Saturator was developed to be a powerful

multiband saturation/distortion processor. It can be smooth, it can be hard, and its modulation system goes far beyond
you could ever imagine. Everything with unbelievable audio quality. Due to its multiband core it is suitable for any single

track as well as for master tracks. Saturation is a very special type of smooth distortion known and can provide
some harmonic flavor, improve bass and sub-bass content and much more. MSaturator
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The device is a whole new approach to digital saturation and harmonics. Its modulation system goes way beyond your
wildest imaginations, and even allows you to combine different sources for an unlimited amount of saturation, distortion
and subtle flavour. It is a device designed for audio engineers, who seek a new level of saturation and distortion in their

music. You may use it as a low pass filter, a band pass filter, a high pass filter and a notch filter. It can produce harmonic
content from simple to complex, by using digital harmonic generators with 10 different flavors and 4 different modes. It

is a device for sound designers, who seek a unique tool to design audio interfaces, and add flavour to any solo or
combination of instruments. You may do this with a soft saturator, with or without the sub bass, compressors, vocoders,

eqs, filters, reverbs, noise gates, fx and much more! Our multiband saturation plugin, MSaturatorMB-control Panel: With
MSaturatorMB you have access to 6-band spread with increasing distortion and thickness with freq. *Harmonics&Filter
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(S,H,P,N) *Bass&Distortion (B,D,H) *Mid&Sub *Gain (2x) (G) *Noise Gate (N) *LFO 1 *LFO 2 The plugin uses
either the analogue saturation or the digital harmonic generator with many presets options, via the Front panel. True Bass

Expert (TBE) is a modern, all-in-one solution for studio quality virtual bass and subwoofer support. With a variety of
processing and effects capabilities, it enables you to tailor your own favorite bass sounds. "A wow factor, with its

stunning graphics and deep bass, TBE effortlessly creates a big, room-filling rumble, with accurate, plug-in quality
reproduction of all your music, whether it be rock, pop, funk, or soul. It's advanced processing and signature effects are
what really set this product apart from the rest of the pack. Just when I thought virtual bass could not be improved, TBE

went and made my life easier and better in one fell swoop." -VideoPlayer VST, VST3, AU Plugin, DXi9,.WAV and
more formats supported. Bass and effects plugins with unprecedented sonic character - ALL ESSENTIAL processing
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MSaturatorMB is a plug-in, which will integrate saturation, distortion and harmonic generator with multiband core, great
modulation system and amazing sound. It has 6 independent balanced mixers with 0dB or -15dB coverage, one LFO, one
Envelope Generator, one Randomizer, one Pitch Detector, and one Audio Level Followers. The distortion is modulated
by LFO, Envelope Generator, Pitch Detector, Audio Level Followers, and finally the saturation is controlled by the
MODULATION system. If you wish to have more control over the saturation and distortion, then you will need a
sophisticated program. You can then program the plug-in with some automation or even you can use ReaPlugins macros.
MSaturatorMB Artwork: Read the description to find out more about MSaturatorMB. How to Use Press the Menu
button and select MultiBand Saturator. Tick and highlight all the effect you would like to hear. Use the slider to adjust
the effect. Then press OK to save the changes and OK to exit the user interface. MultiBandSaturator MultiBandSaturator
was developed to be a powerful multiband saturation/distortion processor. It can be smooth, it can be hard, and its
modulation system goes far beyond you could ever imagine. Everything with unbelievable audio quality. Due to its
multiband core it is suitable for any single track as well as for master tracks. Saturation is a very special type of smooth
distortion known and can provide some harmonic flavor, improve bass and sub-bass content and much more.
MSaturatorMB is a musical and versatile saturation plugin, which also contains a digital harmonic generator, combining
the best from both analogue and digital world. The multiband design plays a big role in its amazing audio quality, thanks
to the 6 bands for maximum clarity. The digital harmonic generator can also create distinct harmonics for you, while an
analogue saturator naturally enhances the entire harmonic spectrum. You may also make the sub-bass content audible on
a small speaker, by enriching the signal even more. If you wish to create motion in your sequences then you can use
the Melda modulation heaven. It can modulate any parameter by using a unique set of modulation sources, which
includes LFOs, audio level followers, envelope generators

What's New in the MSaturatorMB?

Multi-band, multi-timbral saturation or distortion Humans have to destroy the harmony because they have weak brains
and weak muscles. The Harmony Eliminator is intended to help the human emotion to record music correctly. Pitch
detection and automatic harmonics rendering contribute to obtain a completely new music with expression and emotion.
The sound effect is gentle and harmonious, but at the same time the artist can concentrate to the music. If Pitch
Detection is activated then the Harmonic Synthesizer automatically produces harmonics and a better feeling is
accomplished. The pitch detector allows four parameters to be used: frequency, time, half decay time, and scaling. A
simple and intuitive user interface has been designed that only requires a few clicks to start applying effects. Harmonic
Synthesizer enables you to produce infinite harmonics, with the twist of just one knob, even an advanced user may be
able to master the sound. With a lot of modulation power, the evolution of the sound can be modified manually or with
MIDI. * Multi-band, multiband, multiband, multiband, multiband, multiband, multiband, multiband, multiband, multi-
timbral saturation or distortion Pitch Detection and automatic harmonics rendering contribute to obtain a completely
new music with expression and emotion. When Pitch Detection is activated then the Harmonic Synthesizer automatically
produces harmonics and a better feeling is accomplished. A simple and intuitive user interface has been designed that
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only requires a few clicks to start applying effects. The sound effect is gentle and harmonious, but at the same time the
artist can concentrate to the music. Pitch Detection allows four parameters to be used: frequency, time, half decay time,
and scaling. A simple and intuitive user interface has been designed that only requires a few clicks to start applying
effects. With a lot of modulation power, the evolution of the sound can be modified manually or with MIDI. A simple
and intuitive user interface has been designed that only requires a few clicks to start applying effects. With a lot of
modulation power, the evolution of the sound can be modified manually or with MIDI. Multi-band, multi-timbral
saturation or
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System Requirements:

iPad 2: - 64-bit processor - iOS 6.1 or later - 512MB RAM - 5GB of free space on iPad - 802.11n Wi-Fi - 8GB of
available storage - FaceTime HD camera - Camera flash - Support for Siri iPhone 4S (iPhone 3GS):
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